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What are the profits?

How many firms are on the market

Monopoly, duopoly, oligopoly, ... , atomless firms.

Whether firms are competing on prices or on quantity.

profit is maximal under monopoly

price is chosen such that profit is maximal

profit is minimal under pure and perfect competition



: Two firms produce goods that are perfect substitutes in

and the demand for the output of firm

Each firm incurs a cost
So the profit of firm

The unique equilibrium has the two firms price at marginal cost and do
not make profits.

, firm
profits (if ) or negative profits (if

firm makes zero profits and there is no profitable deviation.

Is the proof finished?

, we shall show in all following cases that the firm
to be specified) would increase its profits by charging a

So firm makes strictly negative profits.

A profitable deviation is to charge a higher price

A profitable deviation for firm

resulting profit is strictly positive.



has a profitable deviation to charge a higher price that is slightly

What happens in the asymmetric case where firm 1 has lower

, both firms charge price p (actually, firm
to make sure it has the whole market), and firm

a profit of and firm makes no profit (as long as
; otherwise firm 1 charges its

firms, each with a constant marginal cost satisfying

distributed among firm 1 to

Wen competing in prices, two firms (having the same marginal



Assume that firm 1 has a production capacity smaller than

No, because if firm 2 increases its price slightly, it has a residual
non-zero demand (since firm 1 cannot satisfy D ). So, firm 2 makes
positive profits.

served by the low-price firm 1.

, a firm is not willing to supply more than its

which is defined

Assume that firm 1 has a capacity constraint, i.e.,

So firm 2 faces some residual demand.



In the second case, we have in addition the green area defined by the



efficient-rationing

most eager consumers firm 2 will not sell anything.
While when serving the least eager, firm 1 will sell and firm 2

The efficient-rationing rule defines a residual function for firm 2:

The probability of not being able to buy from firm 1 is:

Hence, the residual demand facing firm 2 is:

and for a fixed p



Which rule firm 2 prefers? Said differently, under which rule firm 2’s

N firms with possibly non identical marginal costs

N firms with identical marginal costs



Cournot first outlined his theory of competition in 1838.

He constructed profit functions for each firm

representing a firm’s best response for given output levels of the
other firm(s) in the market.

functions of each firm).
In equilibrium, each firm’s expectations of how other firms will act are
shown to be correct; when all is revealed, no firm wants to change its

firms who:

have market power, i.e. each firm’s output decision affects the good’s

They seek to maximize profit given their competitors’ decisions.

Each firm





’s profit:

Definition
A profile



At Cournot equilibrium, each firm maximizes its profit given the
quantity chosen by the other firms.

The first bracket denotes the profitability of an extra unit of output

The second bracket denotes the profitability of inframarginal units

For a competitive firm 0 because the firm is too small to

The firm prices at marginal cost.



The FOC illustrates the negative externality between the firms:

when choosing its output, firm

Hence each firm will tend to choose an output that exceeds the

Also, the aggregate profit will be lower than the monopoly profit.

the firm

By introducing the price-elasticity of demand facing firm



So firms sells at a price exceeding marginal cost.
Thus, the Cournot equilibrium is not socially efficient.

Linear Model: n firms with possibly non identical marginal costs

Each firm chooses

Linear Model: n firms with possibly non identical marginal costs



Linear Model: n firms with possibly non identical marginal costs

Also, we find

So a firm’s output decreases with its marginal cost and increases

the firm

the Cournot equilibrium firm

What would be the effect of an increase in firm 1’s marginal cost?

It would have the effect of decrease firm 1’s output and increase firm



Linear Model: n firms with identical marginal costs

Varying the number of firms:

Definition

is defined by

, means that firm



We can now rewrite the definition of Cournot equilibrium wrt

Definition
A profile

Said differently, such an equilibrium is obtained by finding an

that is, a fixed point of the function



continuous, single-valued and defined by the FOC.



Definition

compact set into itself admits at least one fixed point.



- the first inequality comes from the fact that each firm would produce a
finite quantity if it were a monopoly;

- the third one from the definition of

E.g., a circle defined by
















): firm ’s output that induces firm
nothing exceeds firm

Cartels are usually illegal, so firms might instead tacitly collude using

raise the price and thus increase profits for all firms involved.

. More realistic assumption: firms compete in price (not

. More realistic prediction: two firms are not enough to push

As the number of firms increases towards infinity, the Cournot model

If output and capacity are difficult to adjust, then Cournot is generally



We consider a duopoly where firms move in sequence.

has some sort of advantage enabling it to move first;

Is there any advantage for moving in the first stage rather than the



to maximize its profit given firm 1’s quantity.

Identical to the problem of firms in the Cournot market structure.
Best response function of firm 2:





Efficient rationing rule

implies that the residual for firm 2 writes as

We start by fixing the capacity constraint (1st period choices) to solve

characterize the first stage best responses.

Suppose firm

Then firm 2 can set



In a pure-strategy equilibrium, firms sell up to capacity, i.e.,

Let us first show that

then firm 1 woud be better-off by raising its price.
then firm 1 supplies all the demand at a price

would allows firm 1 to increase its price above
positive profit).

which allows firm 2 to increase its
profit by charging

then both firms ration their consumers. Each firm

then the price is too high and one firm at least
this firm would get all the

satisfies

If firm
make profit



If not, firm
. So by definition of the reaction function

, firm

According to the two first Propositions, for low capacities (

Further, the highest capacity firm makes a profit equal to its
Stackelberg follower profit.

Each firm has capacity

Adding the capacity cost to the first period will not change the

2nd stage firm ’s profit becomes:

Given that firms sell up to capacity, the capacity choice

Suppose that firm
stage reaction function), by definition of

If firm then it gets the Stackelberg follower profit.



interpreted as being simultaneous), and the low priced firm may not

In a two stage game where firms first set simultaneously capacity and

following the efficient rationing rule, the unique Subgame Perfect Nash

Flath (2012) finds out that on 70 Japanese manufacturing industries,



maximizes its profits.


